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1. Introduction

Let $ denote the class of functions /(2) of the form

(1.1) /(«) = 2+«.j2«+...

analytic and univalent in the disc Kt-, here Kr denotes the disc 
{2: |»| < r). Let be the subclass of # consisting of functions mapping 
the disc Kx onto domains starlike with respect to the origin. It is well 
known that ft 8*, iff f has the form (1.1) and satisfies the condition

(1.2)
/(«)'

or the equivalent condition 

«/'(«)(1.3)

«/'(«) . n f vre > 0, for «t Kit

arg-
/(*)

71
<—, for геКг.и

Various authors investigated the families of a-starlike functions 
that Is functions ft 8, which are subject to the condition

>(1.4) re a,
fW

for zt and fixed a, 0 < a < 1, which is more restrictive than the 
condition (1.2). Taking a = 0 in (1.4) we obtain the class $*.
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It is possible to restrict the condition (1.3) in an analogous way: 
Definition 1.1. A function$a, if it has the form (1.1) and is subject

to the condition

(1-5)

for me Kr and a fixed a, 0 < a < 1.
A function f of the class Sa is said to be strongly starlike of order a 

(cf. [1]).
The aim of the present paper is to investigate the class 8a. We shall 

give the geometrical interpretation of functions of this family and 
prove a theorem connected with the circular symmetrization of strongly 
starlike domains. We shall use latter theorem to solve some extremal 
problems within the family Sa.

Let us observe that, if 0 < ax < a2 < 1, then 

8ai <= 80i cSl = S*.

2. Strongly starlike domains and their connection with the class 8a.
Let a be a fixed number from the interval <0,1>.
Definition 2.1. A domain J> containing the origin is said to be strongly 

starlike of order a, if any point w0 of the complementary set E\D of D 
is the vertex of an angle of measure (1—o)n:/2 also contained in E\D 
and bisected by the radius vector through w0.

We shall denote by Ga the family of all domains strongly starlike 
of order «. Let us observe that, if 0 < a2 1, then

Gai «= Ga2 c Gt,
where Gt is the family of all domains starlike with respect to the origin.

We shall give now some properties of the domains of the family 
Ga, a <1.

Theorem 2.1. 7/ DeGa for 0 < a < 1, and woe E\D, then

(2-1) D <= H(w0, a),

where H(w0, a) is the Jordan domain bounded by arcs of logarithmic spirals 
joining the points w0, — woexp{jrtan(ajr/2)} and intersecting the radius 
vectors at an angle (1—a)jz/2.

Corollary 1.1. If DeGa for some fixed a, 0 < a < 1, ZAen

(2.2) D «= Ke,
where

o = w0exp{jrtan(aTi/2)}, 

and w0 is an arbitrary point belonging to E\D.
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Theorem 2.2. If {/>„} is an increasing sequence of domains of the family 
Ga which tends in Caratheodory's sense to a domain D, then also D belongs 
to the family G„.

The connection between the class 8a and the family Ga is illustrated 
by the following theorems:

Theorem 2.3. If feSa, then for each r, 0 < r < 1, the domains F(Kr) 
belong to the family G„.

Theorem 2.4. If a function g(z) = alz + a2z2 +... is analytic and 
univalent in Kl and maps Kx onto a domain D of the family Ga, then the 
function f(z) = g(z)/al belongs to the class 8a.

These theorems were proved by using the connection between strongly 
starlike domains of the order a and the so-called /Lspirallike domains.

Theorem 2.5. If f(8a, then the domains f(Kr),0 < r < 1, have the 
following property, each logarithmic spiral with the focus at the origin in
tersecting the radius vectors at an angle not less than consists
of two arcs one of which lies entirely inside f(Kr), whereas the other one 
lies entirely outside f(Kr).

In other words: domains of the family G„ are /J-spirallike domains 
for each /?, |/?| ^ (1 —a)?r/2. From this we obtain

Corollary 2.2. The class S„ is an intersection of two classes:

(2.3)

where 8$ is a subclass of fl-spirallike functions in Spatek's sense [5], i.e. 
fc 8 and f satisfies the condition:

re > Q.

3. Circular symmetrization of domains of the family Ga
Let D be a domain containing the origin and let D* be a domain 

obtained from I) by circular symmetrization (for the definition of circular 
symmetrization cf. e.g. [2]).

Z. Lewandowski showed [4] that DeGi implies D*eG1. As shown 
by the present author in his thesis, an analogous result also holds for 
strongly starlike domains of order a.

Theorem 3.1. If T)cGa then also 1)* belongs to Ga.
Theorem 3.1. leads to the solution of an extremal problem similar 

to that solved by J. A. Jenkins [3] for the whole class $.
Let L(r,f),fc8, denote the linear measure of the circle |w| = r 

omitted by the values of the function w = f(z), zcKY. J. A. Jenkins [3] 
determined the exact value

l(r) = supi(r,/).
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Z. Lewandowski [4] solved an analogous result for the class *8* = St. 
We shall give here an analogous result for the class Sa. To this end we 
first state:

Theorem 3.2. If ftSa,0 < a < 1, then the domain F(K,) contains 
the disc Kr, where

and is contained in the disc Ke, where q = exp{ntan(aa:/2)}.
Theorem 3.3. For each function feS„ and f£<ro,l> the inequality

(3.2) L(r,/)<2^(r)

holds, where 99(f) is determined by the system of equations

lnr H
/l — 2/cosy + t2 

-l~t^

dO.
cos 0 —cosy

cos(0/2)

The equality in (3.2) is obtained for the function

F(z) — z exp
r II /l — 2mcos +m’ "1“ \du

J IL 1 +u J ) u '

which maps onto the domain F(K±) bounded by a suitable arc of the 
circle |w| = r of length 2rg>(r) and by two arcs of logarithmic spirals ema
nating from the end points of this circular arc respectively and ending at 
their point of intersection.

4. A connection between the class S„ and the class P of functions 
of positive real part

Let P denote the class of functions p(z) of the form

(4.1) p(z) = l+p,2+p2c24-...

that are analytic in the unit disc KL and satisfy the condition

(4.2) rep(«) > 0, for ztKt.

It follows from the definition of the class that if ft 8„ then p(z) 
— W(2)//(«)]1/a belongs to P and conversly, if f(z) — z+a2z2 +... satisfies 
the condition zf(z)lf(z) — pn(z), where ptP then f belongs to Sa.
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Copsequently we obtain
Theorem 4.1. A f unction f belongs to the class 8a if and only if there 

exists a function p e P such that

(4-3)
&

fW = «exp J 7>a(«)-l . ----------- du,
u

holds.
Using (4.3) one can easily prove the following

Theorem 4.2. If a function f belongs to 8a then for |z| = r < 1 we have

(4.4)

(4-5)

(4.6)

(4-7)

l-r\°
1+J

a'

I arg

(4.8)

«/'(«) /1+ry

*/'(*) ^l+rja

/(«)

A*)
*/'(*)
A*)

< 2a arc tanr,

■-dii'-’-oa]:—,
n=l A—0

n=«l 1"fc=0
The estimates (4.4) — (4.8) are sharp. The extremal functions have 

the form

(4.9) „ r T11 + eu\a . 1

« = 1 A'=0

where |e| = 1.

5. Some relations between 8, 8*, S*, 8a, Sc
Let Sc denote the class of functions of the form (1.1) subject to the 

condition
sf for «eK1.re <! I(5.1) /'M J
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A function f is is said to be starlike of order a, strongly starlike of 
order a and convex in the disc KR if it satisfies there the conditions (1.4), 
(1.5) and (5.1), respectively.

The radii of starlikeness of order a, strong starlikeness of order a and 
the radii of convexity within the classes <8, , (8*, 8„, and Sc are given
by the foilwing theorems.

Theorem 5.1. If feS then f is strongly starlike of order a at least in 
the disc where

_ an
(5.2) R(a) = th——.

4 .

Theorem 5.2. If fe 8* then f is strongly starlike of order a at least in 
the disc where

{
1 -/J -/(1-/J)2 - (1 -2(i) sirf an, for p

. an . „1

sm— /or f

The number R*(fi, a) is the best possible one. The extremal functions have 
the form
(5.4) Ffi(z) = z(l —ez)-2^-^ where |e| =1.

Theorem 5.3. If fe Sa then f is starlike of order p at least in the disc 
KR^n where R*(a, P) = (1— /J1'a)/(l+/?Va). The number R*(a,P) is the 
best possible one and the extremal functions have the form (4.9).

Theorem 5.4. Each function f of the class Sy is strongly starlike of 
order a at least in the disc 7Tfl(y>a), where

R(y, a) =
an 

tan —4y
1

for a<y, 

for a > y.

The radius R(y, a) is the best possible one and the extremal functions have 
the form (4.9).

Theorem 5.5. Each function f of the class 8a is convex at least in the 
disc where RF(a) is the smallest positive root of the equation

(l-r)1+a(l + r)1~a-2ar = 0.

The radius 72” (a) is the best possible one and the extremal functions have 
the form (4.9).

Taking p = 1/2 in Theorem 5.9. in view of the [relation 8C <= S1/2 
we obtain:
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Theorem 5.6. If ft Sc then f is strongly starlike of order a at least in 
the disc Krc(U), where

an
Rc(a) = sin —

and the value Rc(a) is the best possible.
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STRESZCZENIE

W pracy tej rozpatrywana jest pewna podklasa funkcji gwiaździstych 
określona warunkiem (1.5). Podana jest interpretacja geometryczna tej 
klasy oraz twierdzenia dotyczące symetryzacji kołowej i promieni wy
pukłości, gwiaździstości, a-gwiaździstości itp.

РЕЗЮМЕ

В работе рассмотрен некоторый подкласс звездообразных функций, 
определенных условием (1.5). Дана геометрическая интерпретация 
этого класса и теоремы о симметризации Пойа и радиусах вы
пуклостей, зведообразности, а-зведообразности и т. п.




